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1. Introduction. I t is well known that the Dirichlet problem for 
hyperbolic equations is in general an improperly posed problem. 
In the case of the two dimensional wave equation utt — uxx = 0y for 
instance, Bourgin and Duffin [l ] have shown that in a rectangle with 
sides parallel to the coordinate axes uniqueness of solution of the 
Dirichlet problem holds if and only if the ratio of the sides of the 
rectangle is an irrational number. Recently, Dunninger and Zach-
manoglou have extended Bourgin and Duffin's result to the n-
dimensional wave equation [2] and to more general hyperbolic equa
tions in cylindrical domains [3]. Corresponding result on the Neu
mann problem for the w-dimensional wave equation has also been 
given by Sigillito [4]. Extension of some of these results to singular 
equations have been carried out recently by Dunninger and Weinacht 
[5]. 

The purpose of this note is to announce some results on the unique
ness of solutions of the Dirichlet and Neumann problems for the 
singular hyperbolic equation 

k 
(1) Lu = uu-\ u%— {a%0ux^Xi + cu = 0 

where the coefficients aij and c are functions of the variables #i, • • • , 
xn alone and k is a real parameter, — <*> <k< oo. Here the repeated 
indices are to be summed from 1 to n. Conditions for uniqueness valid 
for various ranges of k will be given. These results naturally contain 
all previous results obtained in [ l ] - [4 ] . 

Let D be a bounded domain in x — (xi, • • • , xn) space and let 
Q = DXI where I is the interval 0 < / < T. 11 is assumed that the coeffi
cient matrix (aij) is symmetric and positive definite and that c^O 
in D. Moreover, it will be assumed that ai}', c, and the boundary dD 
of D are sufficiently smooth in order to ensure the existence of a com
plete set of eigenfunctions for the eigenvalue problems that arise in 
the sequel. 
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2. The Dirichlet problem. Consider the homogeneous Dirichlet 
problem 

(2) Lu = 0 in Q, u = 0 on dQ. 

We shall prove uniqueness of solution of this problem by showing that 
every smooth solution vanishes identically in Q. In the case when 
k > 0 however, we see that every smooth solution vanishes identically 
in Q whenever it vanishes at £ = 0 and on the lateral surface of the 
cylinder Q. 

THEOREM 1. Let k>0. If uE.C2{Q)r\C1(Q) is a solution of Lu = 0 
such that u = 0 at t = 0 and on dD for Q^t<T, then u^O in Q for 
any value of T. 

The proof of this theorem hinges on the fact that every smooth 
solution of equation (1) satisfies the condition ut(x, 0 ) = 0 for any 
nonzero k. This fact was actually established in [ô] in the special 
case when (aij) is the identity matrix. However, the method employed 
there can be carried out here almost step for step to establish the 
same result for the more general equation (1) using the cylinder Q. 

Now, to prove the theorem, we integrate the differential identity 

2 ij 2 ij +-K 2 

(3) lutLu = (ut + a uXiuXj — cu)t — 2(a uXiu^)Xi H u% 
j 

over the domain Q8 — QC\ \0<t<s}, s ST, and use the divergence 
theorem to obtain 

/
r 2 ij 2 ij •* 

l(ut + a uXiuXj + cu )vt — 2a uXiutVj\dS 
do. 

•u' 
(4) 

+ 2k | \ —dxdt = 0. 

Here fa, • * • , vny vt) denotes the outward unit vector normal to 
dQs. By the boundary conditions satisfied by u and the fact that 
Ut(xy 0) = 0 , equation (4) reduces to 

/
' 2 ij 2 Ç Çu] 

(ut + a uXiuXj + cu ) \t^s dx + 2k I I — dx dt = 0. 
D J Qa J t 

Since (aij) is positive definite, c^O, and k>0, each term in (5) must 
be zero. Thus 
(6) I (ut + a uXiuXj + cu ) \t=s dx = 0 
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for arbitrary value of 5, 0 S s ^ T. This implies that u is a constant in 
Q. Since u = 0 initially (at t = 0), it follows that &=0 in Q for any value 
of T. 

On the other hand, when k^O uniqueness holds if and only if the 
height T of the cylinder satisfies certain condition. We have 

THEOREM 2. If &g0, then every solution uE.C2{Q)r\Cl(Q) of the 
problem (2) vanishes identically in Q if and only if 

1/2 

(7) /(i^)/2(XM
/ T) * 0 

where Xm (m = 1, 2, • • • ) are /&£ nonzero eigenvalues of the problem 

(aijvXi)Xj — cv + \v = 0 in D, 
(8) 

» = 0 Oft dD. 
The necessity proof of the theorem follows easily for if (7) is not 

satisfied, then 

/(i-fc)/2(Xp T) = 0 

for some positive integer £. But then the function 

f 4\ / 1 ~ * ) / 2 r A
1 / 2 A / \ 

where z>p is the eigenfunction corresponding to Xp> is a nontrivial solu
tion of the problem (2) as is readily verified. 

The sufficiency proof which makes use of the completeness of the 
set of eigenfunctions of (8) is somewhat involved and is given in [7]. 

3. The Neumann problem. In the case of the homogeneous Neu
mann problem 

du 
(9) Lu = 0 in Q, — = 0 on dQ, 

dn 

where on the lateral surface of Q the derivative du/dn is defined by 

du 
— = atJ'uXiVj, 
dn 

(yu ' • * » fn) being the outward unit vector normal to dD, we have 
the following theorem. 

THEOREM 3. If uE.C2{Q)r\Cx(Q) is a solution of the problem (9), 
then u = 0 (or w=const. if c = 0)for k^O if and only if 

(io) /(i+*)/2(xi/2r) * o 
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where Xm (w = l, 2, • • • ) are the nonzero eigenvalues of the problem 

{aihx^Xj — cv + \v = O iw Z), 

(11) dv 
— = 0 on dD. 
dn 

The necessity of condition (10) actually holds for all values of k 
and follows easily as in the case of Theorem 2. For if \p is a nonzero 
eigenvalue of the problem (11) such that 

(12) Ja+*u*tô*D = 0 

then the function 

M k)/2 1/2 

(13) w(x, t) = / "ƒ(*_!)/2(XP t)vp(x) 

constitutes a nontrivial solution of the problem (9) for any value of k. 
In fact, it is easily shown that Lw = 0 and dw/dn = 0 on dD for 0^£ 
^ T. Moreover, since 

d ^ 1/2 (1—&)/2 1/2 
= ~ \p t /(l+-*)/2(Xp 0»*(ff) = 0(0 

it follows that wt(x, 0 ) = 0 and, by (12), wt(x, T)=0. Thus dw/dn 
vanishes on dQ. 

That condition (10) is also sufficient can be proved for k^O. The 
proof makes use of a technique that is different from that used for 
Theorem 2 and is contained in [7]. 
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